HAIKU

®

THE WORLD'S SMARTEST FAN JUST GOT BRIGHTER

Enjoy the perfect blend of form and function with the expertly crafted Haiku from Big Ass Fans. With premium
features including automated SenseME™ technology, versatile control options, and available LED downlight
and color-changing Chromatic Uplight, Haiku offers an unprecedented level of style, comfort, and control.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY. SIMPLE LUXURY.
The latest generation of Haiku incorporates a range of technological improvements and added features
making it the smart choice for cooling. See what’s new to our flagship small diameter fan:

|

Brighter LED downlight available featuring color
temperature shifting

|

Bluetooth wall control compatibility added to suite of
control options

|

Dimmable uplight add-on with color temperature
shifting, RGB Chromatic Uplight, and optional UV-C

|

SenseME™ and smart controls standard on covered
outdoor models

THE WORLD'S MOST
ENERGY-EFFICIENT FAN

SEE YOUR SPACE IN A
BRAND NEW LIGHT

Haiku’s upgraded LED downlight and
Chromatic Uplight are now available together
or separately, giving you greater power to
personalize the look of your environment.
Use the intuitive Big Ass Fans mobile app to
control the 16 brightness settings and color
temperature, as well as to activate dimmable
RGB Chromatic Uplight functionality.

Looking to create even more comfortable
spaces? Haiku Chromatic Uplight now offers
seamlessly integrated UV-C technology.

WORLD-CLASS AIRFLOW
Haiku delivers unrivaled comfort in a stylish package thanks to its premium construction and advanced technology.

 Durable, precision-balanced airfoils in either Moso

 Haiku offers seven speed settings in addition to

bamboo or aircraft-grade aluminum are available in

Whoosh, Timer, Sleep, and Fan Eco modes to ensure

eight luxurious finishes and diameters of 52, 60, and

you get the airflow that’s just right for you.

84 inches.

 SenseME™ technology offers automated modes,
increased energy efficiency, and motion detection for
all indoor and covered outdoor models.

SAY HELLO TO HAIKU
Lower your energy bills and elevate your style with Haiku. Visit
bigassfans.com or call 877.BIG.FANS to get started today on a
brighter, more comfortable future!

 Control options including bluetooth remote, wall
controller, mobile app, and smart home integration
through Google Home, Amazon Alexa, and more!

